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Definition/description of the issue - Thinking through unacknowledged male privilege

as a phenomenon, I realized that, since hierarchies in our society are interlocking, there is most

likely a phenomenon of white privilege that was similarly denied and protected. I realize that

many whites have been taught about racism as something that puts others at a disadvantage.

I think whites are carefully taught not to recognize white privilege, as males are taught

not to recognize male privilege. I have come to see white privilege as an invisible package of

unearned assets that can be counted on cashing in each day, but remain oblivious to it.

White privilege is like an invisible weightless knapsack of special provisions, maps,

passports, codebooks, visas, clothes, tools and blank checks (McIntosh, 1988).

Elizabeth Minnich, director of the Women's Center, Wellesley College, pointed out:

whites are taught to think of their lives as morally neutral, normative, and average, and also

ideal, so that when we work to benefit others, this is seen as work that will allow "them" to be

more like "us" (McIntosh, 1988).

Peggy McIntosh, Associate Director of the Wellesley College Center for Research on

Women, identified some of the daily effects of white privilege in her life. She chose conditions

that she thought attaches somewhat more to skin-color privilege than to class, religion, ethnic

status, or geographic location, though of course all these other factors are intricately

intertwined. She felt that, her African American co-workers, friends, and acquaintances with

whom she came into daily or frequent contact in this particular time, place and line of work

could not count on most of these conditions.

1. I can, if I wish, arrange to be in the company of people of my race most of the time.

2. If I should need to move, I can be pretty sure of renting or purchasing housing in an

area that I can afford and in which I would want to live.
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3. I can be pretty sure that my neighbors in such a location will be neutral or pleasant to

me.

4. I can go shopping alone most of the time, pretty well assured that I will not be

followed or harassed.

5. I can turn on the television or open to the front page of the paper and see people of my

race widely represented.

6. When I am told about our national heritage or about "civilization", I am shown that

people of my color made it what it is.

7. I can be sure that my children will be given curricular materials that testify to the

existence of their race

8. Whether I use checks, credit cards, or cash, I can count on my skin color not to work

against the appearance of financial reliability.

9. I can arrange to protect my children most of the time from people who might not like

them.

10. I can swear, or dress in second-hand clothes or not answer letters without having

people attribute these choices to the bad morals, the poverty, or the illiteracy of my race.

11. I can do well in a challenging situation without being called a credit to my race.

12. I am never asked to speak for all the people of my racial group.

13. I can remain oblivious of the language and customs of persons of color, who

constitute the worlds' majority, without feeling in my culture any penalty for such

oblivion.

14. I can be sure that if I ask to talk to "the person in charge" I will be facing a person of

my race.

15. If a traffic cop pulls me over, or if the IRS audits my tax return, I can be sure I haven't

been singled out because of my race.

16. I can easily buy posters, postcards, picture books, greeting cards, dolls, toys, and

children's magazines featuring people of my race.

17. I can go home from most meetings or organizations I belong to feeling somewhat tied

in rather than isolated, out of place, outnumbered, unheard, held at a distance, or feared.
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18. I can take a job with an affirmative action employer without having coworkers on the

job suspect that I got it because of race. .

19. I can be sure that if I need legal or medical help my race will not work against me.

20. I can choose blemish cover or bandages in "flesh" color that more or less matches my

skin.

As an African American woman, I have not experienced any of the above listed

privileges except "being able to arrange to be in the company of people of my race most

of the time." It is disconcerting to read the listed "white privileges" because they bring

hurt and disappointment to my heart and spiritual soul. It hurts even more to realize that

my children will also experience this hurt and disappointment, just as my parents did.

Growing up in an African-American community, these privileges did not appear so

blatant. However, attending college in a pre-dominantly white community many of these

privileges were obvious but out of my control.

Relevant research delineating the critical elements of the issue - Once, U.S.

society was a nearly monolithic racial hierarchy, in which everyone knew "his" place.

Today, many are unaware where he or she fits in the U.S. racial order.

Thirty years after the enactment of civil rights legislation, agreement about the

continuing existence of racial subordination has vanished. The meaning of race has been

deeply problematized. Why? Because the legacy of centuries of white supremacy lives

on in the present, despite the partial victories of the 1960's; because the idea of

"equality," it turned out, could be reinterpreted, rearticulated, reinserted in the business-

as-usual framework of U.S. politics and culture; because the outlawing of formal

discrimination, which was a crucial and immediate objective of the 1960's movements,
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did not mean that informal racist practices would be eradicated, or indeed even that anti-

discrimination laws would be seriously enforced. And yet, it would be inaccurate to say

that the movement failed. In virtually every area of social life, the impact of the postwar

racial mobilizations is plain to see (Winant, 1994).

White racial attitudes shifted dramatically in the postwar period. Segregation of

and discrimination against people of color were supported as principles by a majority of

white Americans in the early 1940's, and no doubt in the preceding decades. By the early

1970's, however, support for overt discrimination in

employment had nearly vanished, and in most other public spheres of life public

accommodations, public transportation, and even public schools was both small and

shrinking. So monolithic white supremacy is over, yet in a more concealed way, white

power and privilege lives on (Winant, 1994).

Early articles of the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators

(NASPA) Journal, 1960's, reflected a concern over the conditions on campus regarding

racial or ethnic issues. The intent of the articles was to provide the readership with an

opportunity to learn about the Black power movement that was emergent on college and

university campuses. The coordinator of the articles expressed the following concern:

many administrators are neither sensitive about nor attuned to the meaning of the

presence of increasing numbers of black students on their campuses. The institutional

response of "business as usual," ignoring the recognition of blacks' concerns and pleas,

cannot peacefully continue (Ahuna, Banning, Hughes, 2000).

Many of the early articles concerning racial and ethnic minority students seem to

be narrow in focus. They often reported on topics of minority student characteristics,
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retention, and adjustment to campus life. In addition, the responsibility of adjustment

was placed on the students and what they could do to have a better college experience. In

the 1980's, however, this began to change. The articles started to reflect an expanded or

broader interest in and portrayal of ethnically and racially diverse students. Under the

expanded perspective, these students were seen as athletes, Greeks, persons who used

campus facilities, persons who volunteered, and eventually as students like all others who

had to deal with such issues as alcohol use or abuse and academic integrity issues.

Seeing ethnically and racially diverse students in all of their complexity, rather than as

"minority students" adjusting to campus life, was a major change in the student affairs

scholarship that was published in the NASPA journals (Ahuna, Banning, Hughes, 2000).

Ethnic under representation creates a host of problems for the American higher

education community including obvious and more prominent sights of white privilege.

One of the most serious is whether or not cultural diversity is alive. Educators

acknowledge their ineffectiveness complying with legal, social and demographic

mandates to increase minority participation in higher education; hence, the field remains

racially polarized. The higher educational community must change; it must find a way to

welcome the minority group presence on campus to promote and ensure peace, prosperity

and an educated work force for the future (Terrell, 1996).

How the issue is exemplified by college students on campus today - African

American female college students attending predominantly white colleges and

universities bring with them a unique set of circumstances and experiences that may have

a profound effect on their adjustment to a college environment. The double burden of

racism and sexism is difficult for most African American women to handle. Unless
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encouraged to do otherwise, many African American female adolescents and young

adults may choose inappropriate psychological "resistance strategies" such as self-

denigration due to the internalization of negative self images, excessive autonomy and

individualism at the expense of connectedness to the collective, and quick fixes such as

early unplanned pregnancies, substance abuse, school failure and food addictions, in their

attempts to survive the negative influences of racism and sexism (Johnson, Exum, 1998).

Many of the adjustment factors intricately intertwined with the blatant conditions of

"white privileges" can make a person of color's time in college, using the extreme, a life

or death situation.

A 1992 study of international students' on college campuses, perceived comfort

level with black Americans, conducted at a large, Midwestern, public research institution,

found that Asian international students had just above a moderate comfort level with

black Americans. Prior to coming to the United States, participants reported having

formed beliefs and attitudes about African Americans from several sources available in

their home countries. Students emphasized their fear of African Americans, based on the

negative portrayals of African Americans on television, in movies, and in news reports.

African Americans were perceived to be represented as "violent hoodlums" and "second

class citizens". Many students also reported that language and cultural differences were

also barriers that prevented them from developing relationships with African American

students (Talbot, Geelhoed, Ninggal, 1999).

It is clear from the focus group discussions that some of the Asian international

students in the study have biases against and some discomfort with African Americans.

The comfort level or rather discomfort level of some Asian internationals with African
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Americans, can place even a more serious strain on African American students on college

campuses, as negative judgments of them create a perception of another major group

racially and/or culturally against them. One can understand how miscommunication from

one group to another about a race or person, coupled with other negative elements on

campus, could destroy one's psychological and physical well being on many college

campuses.

Even though Asian students constitute the largest international population

studying in the United States it is important to note that this study does not reflect the

general perspective of all Asian International students. Some students in the study

reported that it was easy to form relationships with African Americans. They indicated

that some of their experiences with African Americans contradicted the stories they had

heard before leaving their countries of origin.

In researching racially discriminatory barriers of Latinos as they relate to white

privileges and their under representation on college campuses, I found that the barriers

were not as much racially related, but rather, low socioeconomic status, and cultural and

gender-role stereotyping.

Socioeconomic conditions give rise to one of the first obstacles faced by Latino

students in the educational system. Latinos are the most segregated ethnic /racial group

in the nation and maintain that a clear relationship exists between school segregation and

low college matriculation rates. Attending segregated, poorly financed schools can lead

to low achievement, high drop-out rates, and inadequate college preparation (Rodriguez,

Guido, Torres, Talbot, 2000).
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One of the underlying reasons the United States educational system has served

Latinos so poorly is the myths and stereotypes that have been allowed to flourish

regarding the Latino culture. In the 1950's and 1960's, social scientists promoted a

"cultural deficit" model, focusing on cultural disadvantages, to explain the lack of Latino

participation in higher education. Mexican Americans were stereotyped as being

undisciplined, fatalistic, irrational, and passive. These stereotypes were particularly

damaging to Mexican American females, who were portrayed as submissive and docile,

with no ambitions other than producing children. This "blame the victim" model failed to

examine the environmental circumstances, which limit educational opportunities

(Rodriguez, Guido, Torres, Talbot, 2000).

Perhaps the most elusive, yet pervasive barrier to participation and persistence in

college for Latinos is the experience of institutional marginalization. Anglo-influenced

educational institutions devalue many characteristics that bind Latinos as a group, for the

most part. Consequently, Latinos often feel peripheral or separate from the mainstream

university environment. When individuals attempt to conciliate this uncertainty between

two cultural norms, acculturative stress can increase, making the transition more difficult

(Rodriguez, Guido, Torres, Talbot, 2000).

Some ways in which Latinos experience institutional marginalization are

numerous. As members of a racial / ethnic minority, they encounter stereotyping and

racism both in the classroom and in social settings. Latinos experience discord within the

academic setting as they relate to attitudes towards authority figures, expressing

disagreement, dealing with conflict, expectations of friendship, intrinsic vs. extrinsic
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motivation, cooperation vs. competition, struggles with independence and verbal and

non-verbal patterns. In essence, many of the behaviors and communications styles

exhibited by Latinos are not valued in a university setting (Rodriguez, Guido, Torres,

Talbot, 2000).

Important future considerations of this issue - In order to begin to understand

racial and cultural differences on college campuses, institutions must realize that

educating a pluralistic population is a serious, complex and multi-dimensional exercise.

Success mandates challenging all and changing many aspects of institutional life.

Understanding differences must be viewed as an opportunity rather than an obstacle.

There are fortunately proven methods for generating success. The number of

minority students on the campus makes a substantial difference. When minority student

enrollments approach 20 percent of the total population, the campus environment shifts

from accommodating to inclusiveness. Faculty must be re-educated to work effectively

with students for whom they share relatively little cultural affinity; they should accept the

possibility that they have as much to learn as to teach. Faculty and administrators must

see that, "white privilege is like an invisible weightless knapsack of special provisions to

those of color and sometimes seen as blatant racism."

From a student affairs perspective regarding ethnic and racial issues, it is

suggested that a movement away from looking at the individual ethnic and racially

diverse student as "the problem" to looking at the "environment" as an important part of

the problem. There is a need to focus on institutional racism and campus conditions with

an emphasis on the need to bring about change. Instead of seeing the need for ethnically

and racially diverse students to find better ways to adjust, the perspective articulated
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should be pluralistic. The idea is that there is no one way students should be, or have to

behave to fit in, and that the campus environment should be open to the fact that different

did not equal wrong (Ahuna, Banning, Hughes, 2000).

In facilitating healthy ego development in African American female college

students attending predominantly white universities, it is suggested that institutions

provide intervention to enhance the level of ego development of these students so that

they will be able to become more self-directed, more introspective, and less susceptible to

conformity pressures. They must increase understanding of themselves and their

relationships with others along with their own appreciation of themselves (Johnson,

Exum, 1998).

College administrators could address some of the negative perceptions and

attitudes Asian international students might hold about African Americans, by

encouraging interaction among members of various ethnic groups on campus. Many of

the focus group participants believed that the different ethnic groups had difficulty

establishing friendships with those in other groups and many had ideas for increasing

social interaction among groups. One idea was that orientation leaders should come from

diverse backgrounds, which would enable incoming international student to have initial

positive contacts with African Americans and members of other ethnic minorities; the

students reported that their own orientation was led by someone who was Asian and had

not include a discussion of issue of diversity (Talbot, Geelhoed, Ninggal, 1999).

To promote the success of Latino college students, efforts should be concentrated

in the following areas: financial aid, academic support systems, social/cultural support

systems, and campus environment. Academic and student affairs administrators must
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join together and demonstrate a commitment to Latino students by valuing their

contributions, while making an honest effort to improve the services and campus climate

for these often "invisible" people (Rodriguez, Guido, Tones, Talbot, 2000).

Approaching a collective majority, African American, Asian American, Latin

American, Native American and other minority groups are still expected to adjust to

existing cultural environments in American higher education. Consequently, there must

be a realization of the need for a cultural shift broad enough to level the playing field

between existing and emerging cultural environments. Only then will cultural and racial

diversity become alive, well or even possible on the American college campus (Terrell,

1996).
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